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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report analyzes rail freight service barriers along two dimensions: first we identify the
characteristics of rail locations that are likely to face abandonment, and secondly we consider the effects
of Class II rail entry (an alternative to abandonment) on volumes shipped and average rail rates.
Results from the rail line abandonment analysis show that rail lines with relatively high historical rates
are more likely to receive service in the future, suggesting lines are typically abandoned as a result of low
historical operating profits. Results from the entry effects analysis show that the entry of a Class II
railroad results in lower rail rates on average but also lower operating volumes. This result may be driven
by correlation between Class II railroad entry and low historical operating profits: lines with falling rates
and falling volumes are more likely to be sold/leased by the Class I railroad. We also identify the spatial
differences in the effects of entry on rail rates and tonnages, finding that in areas with high wheat
production Class II entry results in decreased volumes and only modest movements in rail rates.
II.

BACKGROUND

Freight rail service in the U.S. has become heavily concentrated and, in most cases, origin-destinationcommodity defined markets can be described as regional monopolies. Rail service provided by the seven
Class I railroads plays a vital role to bulk freight shippers, particularly agricultural producers and
processers accessing distant markets or shippers that are reliant upon delivery of bulk inputs
(fertilizer/fuel/equipment). Since rail deregulation with the passage of the Staggers Rail Act (1980), rail
companies have had greater license to modify operations to improve network efficiency. This has led to
significant network consolidation within the industry and to a transition by Class I railroads away from
low-density rail lines. The transition away from low-density rail lines typically took one of three forms:
(1) the sale of rail lines to state agencies who would then lease to shortlines, (2) sales/leases directly to
shortline railroads, and (3) rail line abandonment. Generally, deregulation has allowed for gains in
network efficiencies, creating greater profitability for Class I railroads and improving service across
much of the rail network. For shippers in some regions, however, improved network efficiencies have
created service barriers (i.e. reduced service or abandonment) on the rail lines they rely on.
Circumstances faced by shippers since deregulation have varied widely throughout the U.S., partly given
the unique geography and markets served and partly due to the nature of the agreements with Class I
railroads. There are many cases where public entities (states and/or port districts) rehabilitate
previously abandoned rail lines to lease for operation to shortline railroads. Not all rail line
transitions/transactions go so smoothly, however; service barriers (either physical, contractual, or
otherwise) often arise in these transitions, creating increased costs borne by regional shippers.
Agricultural shippers in many regions throughout the U.S. depend upon rail freight to access markets.
Rail service barriers impede efficient rail freight movements for these regional shippers, and ultimately
limit their access to markets. In this report we present a geographical analysis of the breadth and severity
of these service barriers. Our analysis looks at service barriers along two dimensions: first we identify the
characteristics of rail locations that are likely to face abandonment, and secondly we consider the effects
of Class II rail entry (an alternative to abandonment) on volumes shipped and average revenues. Through
these analyses, we generate insights about the efficiency losses caused by service barriers and offer
targeted solutions to mitigate service barrier inefficiencies.
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III.

STUDY OBJECTIVES

The specific objectives of the study are to:
•

Examine the effects of a change in the network for four shortline railroads, including identifying
the major markets before and after the sale along with differences in tonnages of
originations/terminations. We additionally identify cases where the shortline interchanges with
only one Class I or multiples.
This includes:
o
o
o
o

IV.

All product originations and terminations
Grain product originations and terminations
Product mix and markets served
Compare revenue per ton-mile and tonnage, both before and after

•

Identify spatially those locations where significant barriers may exist for efficient wheat rail
movements.

•

Examine the determinants of network changes, such as the decision to abandon or to sell a line
segment as a function of density, branch versus mainline, and carrier.

•

Inventory opportunities for mitigating barriers impacting significant agricultural rail freight
volumes or potential volumes.
CLASS I & SHORTLINE RAILROAD NETWORK

Our initial descriptive analysis addresses the entire rail network, including Class I and shortline rail lines
in the U.S., utilizing the compiled waybills from 1984 to 2018. This data represents only a sample of total
rail freight movements but offers the best data source available for historical rail analysis. This aggregated
view includes all product movements before taking a more focused look into wheat shipments. Following
this analysis, we offer a more detailed case-specific analysis of four shortline railroads.
Data throughout this report comes from the Centralized Station Master (CSM) and the Carload Waybill
Sample (CWS). The CSM is a geographic location file that contains data about rail locations. In our
application the information includes location and owner of the rail line. Each location is uniquely
identified by a Freight Station Accounting Code (FSAC), a Standard Carrier Alpha Code (SCAC), and a
Standard Point Location Code (SPLC). The CSM contains only active rail locations; stations without
activity are dropped from the data. We were able to obtain three versions of the CSM (1997, 2014, and
2017).
The Carload Waybill Sample, available from 1984-2018, is a stratified dataset containing detailed
information on railroad movements by railroads that operate in the United States, including the origin,
destination, commodity, revenue, and a variety of shipping characteristics.
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CLASS I & SHORTLINE RAILROAD NETWORK
ALL PRODUCT ORIGINATIONS AND TERMINATIONS
The current railroad network throughout the U.S. comprises both Class I and shortline railroads (Class
II and Class III). Classification depends on annual freight revenue, with Class I representing railroads
with revenues in excess of $475.75 million, Class II with revenues between $38.06 and $475.75 million
and Class III with revenues below $38.06 million. As of 2017, there were 603 shortline railroads operating
in the U.S. on 47,500 route miles. The number of shortline railroads has grown significantly since rail deregulation in the early 1980s, which juxtaposes the decline in the number of Class I railroads resulting
from mergers. In 1976 there were 56 Class I railroads in the U.S. operating on 192,000 route miles and by
1987 only 13 Class I railroads remained. Today there are seven Class I railroads operating on 92,837 route
miles across the U.S., including two western railroads (BNSF Railways and Union Pacific), two
Canadian railroads (Canadian Pacific and Canadian National), two eastern U.S. railroads (Norfolk
Southern and CSX), and Kansas City Southern.1 The characteristics of the national rail network is
continually evolving, as new lines are built and existing lines are either sold or abandoned. The map
below (Figure 1) depicts the existing Class I and shortline network as of 2018.
Figure 1: Class I & Shortline Railroad Network, 2018

Source: Oak Ridge National Laboratory

The impact of deregulation on operational efficiencies for Class I and shortline railroads has been well
documented. Figures 1-3 offer a synopsis of these operational impacts, beginning shortly after
deregulation in 1980 through 2018. Initially, average revenues per ton-mile for shortline railroads
exceeded that of Class I railroads, primarily because shortlines were operating on fewer route miles and
moving less volume as compared to Class I railroads. Volumes shipped increased for both Class I and
shortline railroads from the early 1980s until the early 2000s, when they declined for both shortlines and
Class I railroads during the 2007-2008 recession. Average revenues per ton-mile decreased for both Class
I and shortline railroads from 1984 through the early 2000s. While revenues per ton-mile were declining,
1

Track mile numbers were obtained from the Association of American Railroad’s Railroad Facts: 2019 Edition.
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the operational costs for both types of railroads were declining at a much faster rate, leading to
significant improvements in profitability and operating margins. Most of these improvements in
operational costs were associated with eliminating rail lines that were costly to service and maintain and
focusing improved service on those lines where volumes generated adequate growth potential. The
waybill data does not include cost information, but we can get an idea of operation costs by looking at
junction frequencies over time (Figure 3). The number of junctions declined for both Class I and shortline
railroads between 1984 and 2000. Since then, the number of junctions has remained relatively constant
for Class I railroads while the number of junctions continued to fall for shortline railroads, particularly in
2017-2018.
Figure 2: Class I & Shortline Railroad Average Revenue / Ton-mile, 1984 - 2018

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2018

Figure 3: Class I & Shortline Railroad Junction Frequency, 1984-2018

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2018
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The efficiency improvements generated by fewer junctions caused average revenues per ton-mile to fall
by 35 percent from 1984 to 2018. These types of improvements lower labor and equipment costs and
improve capacity utilization. Fewer junctions and transfers while increasing volumes generates less time
for freight sitting idle, reducing labor and equipment needs and increasing utilization of equipment,
track, and labor.
Figure 4: Class I & Shortline Railroad Tons Shipped, 1984 - 2018

Class I vs Shortline Tons Shipped
2500

Tons Shipped

2000
1500
1000
500
0

Class I

Shortline

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2018

Since the early 1980s, rail networks have changed dramatically. Both miles of road and trackage owned by
Class 1 railroads have fallen drastically (Figure 5). Some of the change is due to sales of rail lines to
regional or shortline railroads, but there has also been a substantial loss due to abandonments of
branchlines.
We attempted to locate data on each rail line location within the U.S., whether it receives service or not
and how that changed over time. These data were not available, but the Surface Transportation Board’s
confidential Carload Waybill Sample (CWS) provides a rich source of data to frame an analysis. These
data are a sample of rail shipments by location and give an indication of which rail lines are active, and
which are likely to have been abandoned. We assume that rail lines that are present in the CWS are
active during the corresponding sample year, whereas unobserved rail lines (i.e. rail lines with no
observed shipments) are assumed to be abandoned. We note, however, that unobserved rail lines may
also be the result of incomplete sampling.
The data point to a large reduction in the number of locations that originate and terminate freight: the
number of origination points in the data in 2018 is about half the number in 1984, a result we attribute to
rail line abandonment. As the size of the total rail network owned by Class 1 has declined, the number of
locations that receive service has also declined (Figure 6). Indeed, the number of origination points has
declined from 10,167 in 1984 to 5,222 in 2018. The number of terminal points has also declined from 8,406
points in 1984 to 6,022 points in 2018. It is interesting to note that the number of terminal points now
exceeds the number of origination points.
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Figure 5: Miles of Track and Miles of Road for Class I Railroads

Source: Railroad Facts by the Association of American Railraods

Figure 6: Total Number of Origins and Terminal Locations for Class I Rail
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Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2018
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WHEAT ORIGINATIONS AND TERMINATIONS
Network-wide operational improvements make it difficult to identify issues related to paper barriers
involving the conditional agreement of a shortline railroad to originate or terminate only freight for the
Class I who sold or leased the rail line. The supposition is that by requiring this condition, freight
volumes sometimes move in a costly and inefficient manner compared to what would occur without this
condition. In some situations, the shortline railroad has connectivity to multiple Class I railroads. But
identifying cases of these across all 603 shortline and regional railroads and for all products would be
challenging, if not impossible. This analysis, therefore, first focuses on wheat movements at the national
level and then later provides a more detailed investigation of four shortline railroads located in heavy
wheat producing areas and moving significant wheat volumes. In some cases, these shortlines have
connectivity to multiple Class I railroads, while in others they do not.
Utilizing the waybill data from 2013-2015, the volumes of wheat shipments are connected to rail
locations and aggregated to illustrate the density of movements throughout both Class I and shortline
railroads (Figure 7). The process for assigning waybill shipments to the rail network was conducted by
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, in Knoxville, TN. The density of rail wheat shipments over this 3-year
time horizon is displayed with county level wheat production throughout the U.S. (Figure 7). The
primary wheat rail corridors, include the Pacific Northwest export terminals in Portland, OR and the
lower Columbia River, the domestic mill markets in Chicago, IL, and Kansas City, MO, and the export
avenue of Houston/Galveston, TX.
Figures 8 and 9 illustrate (in green) the rail sections that had no wheat movements over this 3-year
period. Comparing the areas and rail lines both with and without any wheat movements to those areas
with the heaviest wheat production offers some insight into possible rail barriers (paper or otherwise) or
inefficient wheat flows.
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Figure 7: Wheat Shipments (2013-2015) and Wheat Production (2015-2018)

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 2013-2015 and USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service for County Wheat
Production.

It becomes relatively apparent that in the heaviest wheat producing areas, very few rail lines have zero
wheat movements (highlighted in green). This is particularly true for the upper Midwest throughout the
Dakotas and Montana and likewise for the heavy wheat producing areas in Kansas, Nebraska, and
Oklahoma. There are some rail sections with no volumes in these areas, but they are generally at the end
of existing lines where geographic competition to other existing lines with volumes may explain the
comparative difference. The only geographic area where this is not applicable is in the heavy wheat
producing areas of Eastern Washington and Northern Idaho where there are several rail lines running
through the heaviest wheat producing areas without any wheat volumes being moved. The most
prominent of these is the old PCC (Palouse and Coulee City) rail line that is now owned by Washington
State and stretches from Coulee City, WA, to just west of Spokane, WA, and is operated by a shortline
railroad.
The lack of wheat volume moving on this rail section can be explained by two possibilities. The first is
that the CWS does not include all shipments, but rather a sample, and over the time period between
2013-2015 there may have been no sample observations for these rail lines. The second and more likely
explanation involves the proximity of these wheat producers to the Columbia/Snake river system. In this
region, wheat shippers often trade rail freight in the secondary rail market forgoing rail and either
trucking wheat to one of the Columbia/Snake river terminals or to one of four shuttle rail terminals that
operate in the area. This illustrates the advantage of multi-modal freight transportation alternatives in
the Pacific Northwest that is not available for much of the upper Midwest and central wheat producing
areas that are more rail captive.
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Figure 8: Rail Sections without Wheat movements, Both Class I and Shortline

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2018 and USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service for County Wheat
Production.

Figure 9: Rail Sections without Wheat movements, Both Class I and Shortline (Western United
States)

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2018 and USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service for County Wheat
Production.
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One of the reasons the PCC line is now owned by Washington State is because shippers rarely utilized
the line for shipping wheat, but likewise did not want the line to disappear since having rail access
allowed trading in the secondary rail market. However, without shipping volumes on the shortline, the
railroad company cannot recoup revenues for basic track maintenance, thus the reason for the state to
purchase and maintain the line.
V.

SHORTLINE RAILROAD CASE STUDIES

In this section and the following we conduct a focused analysis of service barriers among four shortline
railroad sections located within heavy wheat producing areas (Figure 10). These four shortlines were
selected due to their location within heavy wheat producing areas and their connectivity to Class I
railroads.

Montana Rail Link (MRL)
This Class II shortline railroad stretches more than 900 miles between Huntley, MT, to Sandpoint, ID,
and Spokane, WA, and has been in operation since 1987. The majority of the track was leased from
BNSF’s predecessor Burlington Northern and operates on trackage rights to BNSF.

Nebraska, Kansas & Colorado Railway, LLC (NKCR)
The NKCR stretches 509 miles from Holdrege, NE, to Sterling, CO, and began operations in 1996 on lines
previously operated by BNSF. NKCR is currently operated by OmniTRAX, which purchased the lines
from RailNet in 2005. The NKCR has access to both BNSF and UP at Sterling, CO.

KYLE Railroad
The KYLE railroad represents 556 miles between Courtland & Concordia, KS, and Limon, CO, and was
originally part of the Rock Island and Pacific Railroad line between Chicago, IL, and Denver, CO, that
went bankrupt in 1979. The first shortline began operations in 1982 (Willis B. Kyle) and has changed
ownership several times, including by StatesRail (1997) and by RailAmerica (2007) and then Genesee &
Wyoming (2012). This shortline has BNSF access to the east at Courtland & Concordia, KS and UP
connectivity to the west in Limon, CO.

Grainbelt Corporation (GNBC)
The Grainbelt Corporation began operations in 1987 after purchasing 178 miles of line between Enid, OK
to Frederick, OK, from BNSF Railways. Connectivity to both UP and BNSF is available at the northern
end at Enid, OK, and BNSF at the southern point in Frederick, OK. This shortline is owned by Farmrail
System, Inc. and operated by Farmrail Corporation.
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Figure 10: Selected Shortline Rail Sections for Case Study Analysis

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2018 and USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service for County Wheat
Production.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
In this section we offer descriptive statistics for our case study railroads. Each of the four shortline
railroad segments are evaluated collectively in order to comply with confidentiality requirements,
comparing the tonnage and average revenue per ton-mile for three separate categories including all
products and grain products for originations.
ALL PRODUCT ORIGINATIONS
Aggregating across all product originations for the case study railroads compared to the control (all other
rail lines) shows that tonnages increased from 1984 until the economic downturn in 2008 for both the
case study railroads and the control (Figure 11).2 The decline in origination volumes for the case study
shortlines, however, was far more precipitous after 2008 than the control, which mostly held constant
after 2009. This suggests that businesses originating volumes on these case study shortlines may have not
survived the economic recession of 2008. The average revenue per ton-mile for originations displays the
opposite trend as tonnages of originations, declining first through the 1980s until 2008 and then
increasing thereafter. The difference between the control and case studies remains approximately the
same, between $.10-$.12 per ton-mile throughout.

2

The control for all figures is everything other than the shortline railroad segment being considered. The tonnages
for the control are connected to the right vertical axis.
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Figure 11: All Product Originations, Tons and Average Revenue / Ton-mile

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2017

GRAIN ORIGINATIONS
Grain shipment originations for both the control and the shortline case studies increased steadily
between 1984 and 2008/09, though there is far greater variability in year to year originations for the case
studies. This is due to the fluctuations in supply associated with weather and other crop production
risks in a smaller geography for the case study railroads as opposed to the control group. While the
volume levels are vastly different between the control and the case study railroads, the trends for both
origination and destination volumes are very similar over the time period between 1984 and 2018 (Figure
12).
The average revenue per ton-mile for all grain originations converged over time between the control and
the case study shortline railroads, particularly after 1992. By 2010, the average revenue per ton-mile for
the control and the case studies on grain originations was essentially the same; throughout the time
frame net differences rarely exceeded $.06 per ton-mile. This is different than the gap between all
product originations for revenue per ton-mile and illustrates the tighter margins for the grain market that
limit rate increases to some degree without eliminating markets. It is interesting to note that the
convergence on revenue per ton-mile on all grain product originations is closer than for only wheat
originations. Since the case study railroads are located in heavy wheat producing areas, the predominate
grain being handled is wheat. The control group, on the other hand, includes all other grains as well
(corn, soybeans, barley, etc.) which are of higher value. As a result, the cases study shortlines face
slightly lower rail rates because they are generally transporting lower value grains with lower profit
margins (i.e. the rail line cannot seek as high of prices when lower value products are being shipped).
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Figure 12: Grain Product Originations, Tons and Average Revenue / Ton-mile

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2017

NUMBER OF COMMODITIES ORIGINATED
The number of different commodities moved (originations) for the case study shortlines did not change
substantially between 1984 and 2018. The average number of commodities originated did increase slightly
from 12-13 in the mid-1980s to above 14 by the mid-1990s, but then fell below 12 between 2008-2017
(Figure 13). While the number of different products being originated did not change much between 1984
and 2017, the volumes originated did increase fairly significantly up until 2008 and then dropped
thereafter. This implies that those businesses receiving shortline services were growing freight
origination volumes and were severely impacted by the economic downturn in 2008.
Figure 13: Number of Commodities Originated

Source: Carload Waybill Sample 1984-2017
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VI. DETERMINANTS IMPACTING RAIL NETWORK CHANGE
In this section we characterize the determinants of changes in rail service at four case study locations.
We use the CWS to identify rail activity at each location over time, which provides an indication of
which rail lines are active and which are likely to have been abandoned. We assume rail lines that are
present in the CWS are active during the corresponding sample year, whereas unobserved rail lines (i.e.
rail lines with no observed shipments) are assumed to be abandoned.
MODELING RAIL LINE ABANDONMENT & RESULTS
We model rail line abandonment as a function of historical rail line characteristics including, volumes,
whether the line is a branchline, and average revenues from originating shipments:
ton-miles
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = β0 + βtons
× 𝑡𝑜𝑛 − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 + βbranchline
× 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑠 + βrevenue
𝑠
𝑠𝑡 × 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠 + β𝑠𝑡
𝑠𝑡
× 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑖𝑠 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑡 .

𝑦𝑖𝑡 is the status of rail line i in time period t and equals 1 if the line is in an abandoned state and zero
otherwise. Characteristics of rail line i in time period s are given by 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑠 , 𝑡𝑜𝑛 − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 , 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑠 ,
ton-miles branchline revenue
𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑖𝑠 , and characteristic weights are given by βtons
, β𝑠𝑡
, β𝑠
; 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑡 is the logit error
𝑠𝑡 , β𝑠𝑡
term. Using this specification, we evaluate the effects of rail line characteristics at four points in time
(1984, 1989, 1998, and 2004) on the likelihood that our case study rail lines are in an abandoned state in
2018 (Tables 1-4).
In all years and specifications, the ton-miles originated at a location has a negative and statistically
important effect which means that as historical ton-miles increase, the likelihood of being in an
abandoned state in 2018 falls. In other specifications, we measure volume using total annual tonnages
that originate, finding similar results. Locations with greater historical tonnages are more likely to be
active in 2018.3 These results suggest that large volume shippers continue to receive service, while lower
volume shippers may be left with abandoned rail lines.
In all years and specifications, the historical average rate per ton-mile also has a negative and statistically
important effect, as expected. That is, rail lines with relatively high historical rates are more likely to
receive service in the future. This suggests that more profitable lines tend to survive. Finally, in all
specifications, facilities located on a branchline are less likely to be active in 2018.4 Overall, locations with
low volumes, low prices and operate on branchline are likely to disappear, which is consistent with
mergers or abandonment.

3

In all years but 1998 where the negative effect is not statistically different from zero.
This is true for all starting years, but 2004, where the estimated effect, while positive, is smaller and is not
statistically important.
4
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Table 1: Logit Model Results – 1984 Data

VARIABLES

Tons

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

-8.68e-06**

-1.42e-05***

-1.63e-05***

(4.06e-06)

(4.32e-06)

(4.40e-06)

Ton-miles

-3.16e-07***

-3.25e-07***

-3.52e-07***

(2.95e-08)

(3.17e-08)

(3.28e-08)

Branchline

0.151***

0.162***

0.146***

0.154***

(0.0460)

(0.0463)

(0.0460)

(0.0464)

-0.964***

-1.499***

(0.310)

(0.312)

Ave Rev/Ton-mile

Constant

Observations

0.753***

0.805***

0.534***

0.554***

0.649***

0.725***

(0.0307)

(0.0239)

(0.0393)

(0.0345)

(0.0542)

(0.0497)

9,165

9,165

8,223

8,223

8,223

8,223

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses, and a *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0 represent statistical significance at the
indicated level.

Table 2: Logit Model Results – 1989 Data

VARIABLES

Tons

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

-7.85e-06**

-1.07e-05***

-1.46e-05***

(3.96e-06)

(4.15e-06)

(4.30e-06)

Ton-miles

-2.54e-07***

-2.59e-07***

-2.95e-07***

(2.86e-08)

(2.97e-08)

(3.11e-08)

Branchline

0.126***

0.143***

0.114**

0.129***

(0.0477)

(0.0480)

(0.0479)

(0.0482)

-1.820***

-2.269***

(0.320)

(0.322)

AveRev/Ton-mile

Constant

Observations

0.454***

0.497***

0.320***

0.339***

0.534***

0.592***

(0.0322)

(0.0251)

(0.0410)

(0.0358)

(0.0561)

(0.0509)

7,644

7,644

7,276

7,276

7,276

7,276

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses, and a *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0 represent statistical significance at the
indicated level.
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Table 3: Logit Model Results – 1998 Data

VARIABLES

Tons

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

-1.38e-06

-2.00e-06

-8.08e-06*

(4.46e-06)

(4.49e-06)

(4.58e-06)

Ton-miles

-1.69e-07***

-1.69e-07***

-2.11e-07***

(2.72e-08)

(2.73e-08)

(2.90e-08)

Branchline

0.153***

0.164***

0.138***

0.143***

(0.0514)

(0.0515)

(0.0517)

(0.0519)

-2.832***

-3.267***

(0.372)

(0.377)

AveRev/Ton-mile

Constant

Observations

-0.0801**

-0.0245

-0.171***

-0.124***

0.151**

0.223***

(0.0370)

(0.0272)

(0.0450)

(0.0385)

(0.0615)

(0.0553)

6,179

6,179

6,141

6,141

6,141

6,141

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses, and a *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0 represent statistical significance at the
indicated level.

Table 4: Logit Model Results – 2004 Data

VARIABLES

Tons

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

exit

-1.36e05***

-1.38e-05***

-1.90e-05***

(4.40e-06)

(4.41e-06)

(4.51e-06)

Ton-miles

-1.64e-07***

-1.64e-07***

-1.99e-07***

(2.84e-08)

(2.84e-08)

(3.01e-08)

Branchline

0.0530

0.0485

0.0377

0.0285

(0.0553)

(0.0553)

(0.0556)

(0.0557)

-2.665***

-2.910***

(0.403)

(0.406)

AveRev/Ton-mile

Constant

Observations

-0.357***

-0.379***

-0.383***

-0.405***

-0.0799

-0.0954

(0.0395)

(0.0293)

(0.0481)

(0.0414)

(0.0660)

(0.0593)

5,553

5,553

5,552

5,552

5,552

5,552

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses, and a *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0 represent statistical significance at the
indicated level.
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VII. THE EFFECTS OF SHORTLINE ENTRY
When a Class I railroad gives up operations on a rail line, the line can either be abandoned or sold to and
operated by a shortline railroad. In this section we look at the effects of shortline entry on volumes
shipped and average revenues per ton-mile. For this analysis, we stacked the CSM data, retaining only
the Standard Point Location Code (SPLC) and the year of data entry. We also aggregated data in the
CWS to estimate total tonnage of a shipment5, summed over all shipments by origin location (SPLC) for
corn, wheat and soybeans by year. We also calculate the average revenue per ton-mile, taking into
account the stratification of the sampling. Egregious outliers are omitted.6 Years prior to 1995 are
omitted to ensure we observe a minimum of three years before entry occurs to do comparisons pre- and
post-entry.
MODELING SHORTLINE ENTRY & RESULTS
To identify the effects of shortline entry on rail volumes and average revenues per ton-mile, we estimate
several panel fixed effects models:
𝑌𝑖𝑡 = α0 + α𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 × Entry𝑖𝑡 + α𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 × Wheat 𝑖𝑡 + α𝑆𝑜𝑦𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 × Soybeans𝑖𝑡 + δ𝑡 + ϵ𝑖𝑡 ,
where 𝑌𝑖𝑡 is either average revenues per ton mile or tonnage, Entry𝑖𝑡 is an indicator that equals one if a
shortline rail is operating at that location and zero otherwise, Wheat 𝑖𝑡 (Soybeans𝑖𝑡 ) are crop-specific
indicators that equal one if the observation is wheat (soybeans) and zero otherwise, δ𝑡 are year fixed
effects, and ϵ𝑖𝑡 is the error term. In our preferred specifications we also interact the crop-type dummies
with the entry indicator (columns 3-4 in Tables 5 and 6). In all but the first column, we included annual
fixed effects to account for the general increasing trends in rates and tonnages between 1992 and 2017.
Results show that entry of a shortline railroad negatively effects volumes: annual volumes of corn are
predicted to decrease by 14,895 tons after entry of the shortline railroad (Table 5). This could be
attributed to fewer services offered by the shortline relative to the formerly operating Class I railroad.
We also find that entry of a shortline is associated with a decrease in average revenues per ton mile for
corn and soybeans: average revenues for corn fall by $0.0026 per ton mile after shortline entry (Table 6).
This could be attributed to the lower costs of shortlines, which are then reflected in rail rates and
revenues per ton mile. Shipments of wheat, on the other hand, see a rate increase after shortline entry.

5

That is, the CWS is a stratified sample. It contains the information to take shipment tons and convert it to
population tons for the shipment using an expansion factor which is also observed in the data.
6
We omit Chicago (SPLC=380000) as it is a major terminal and origin for rebill shipments, and our focus is on rural
origins. We also omit average revenues per ton-mile greater than .5, less than 0, and large shipment origins (over
500000 Tons) which represented egregious outliers.
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Table 5: Effects of Entry on Tonnages
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

VARIABLES

Tons

Tons

Tons

Tons

Entry

-245.3

-9,151***

-10,086***

-14,895***

(2,448)

(3,338)

(3,319)

(4,802)

Entry*Wheat

-26,260***
(4,520)

Entry*Soybeans

-46,923***
(5,350)

Wheat

-14,118***
(2,768)

(4,033)

Soybeans

-36,928***

-42,106***

(3,362)

(4,814)

Constant

-17,157***

64,296***

55,062***

68,977***

71,417***

(1,775)

(5,380)

(5,610)

(5,887)

Observations

9,298

9,298

9,298

9,298

Annual FE

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

R-squared

0.000

0.005

0.017

0.018

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 6: Effects of Entry on Average Revenue per Ton-mile
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

VARIABLES

AveRev

AveRev

AveRev

AveRev

Entry

-0.00120

-0.00283***

-0.00304***

-0.00266*

(0.000739)

(0.000990)

(0.000985)

(0.00143)

Entry*Wheat

0.00557***
(0.00134)

Entry*Soybeans

-0.00285*
(0.00159)

Wheat

Soybeans

Constant

0.00803***

0.00779***

(0.000821)

(0.00120)

0.00117

0.00258*

(0.000998)

(0.00143)

0.0466***

0.0548***

0.0508***

0.0507***

(0.000536)

(0.00160)

(0.00166)

(0.00175)

9,298

9,298

9,298

9,298

Annual FE

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

R-squared

0.000

0.040

0.051

0.051

Observations

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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To investigate the heterogenous effects of entry on volumes and revenues at each location, we estimate a
panel data model that allows the coefficient on Entryit to vary by location (i.e. α𝑖 𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 ). We omit the
regression table of this specification but summarize the estimated heterogenous effects of entry on
volumes and revenues in Table 7.
Table 7: Heterogeneity Model – Effect of Entry on Tonnages and Average Revenue per Ton-mile

10th %

25th %

Tons

-32400.1

-15128.9

Ave Rate/Ton-mile

-0.02738

-0.01031

50th %
(median)

75th %

90th %

Mean

N

-1105.5

12788.22

37483.49

-970.2873

459

0.000474

0.010324

0.024329

0.016082

459

All Observations

Subset of observations with statistically significant coefficient
Tons

-232908

-110937

56007.97

91617.71

127230.7

-16807.74

35

Ave Rate/Ton-mile

-0.08895

-0.05963

-0.01969

0.044553

0.08898

-.0029929

75

Overall, the findings are that entry of a new railroad may or may not have an important impact on a
shipping origin. The basic notion is that a rail segment that is sold by a Class I carrier to form a shortline
occurs because a Class 1 carrier cannot profitable operate the line segment, while the shortline can.
Often the sale occurs because of a possibility of abandonment by a Class I carrier. Shortlines often are
formed without unions and often have lower costs, and therefore are better able to profitably provide
service. In some cases, the newly formed shortline is formed under a contract wherein they connect with
the former Class I railroad that provided the service exclusively.
The notion that the sale of a line to a shortline occurs because it can operate at a lower cost than a Class I
railroad is supported by our empirical results in that the mean effect of entry on rates is negative. The
estimated effect of entry on tonnages, however, is mixed. If shortline entry does lower costs and if the rail
link can retain the tonnages, then they can expand profits by using shortlines to connect to their other
tracks and reap the rewards from their own track.
Figures 15 and 16 plot the location specific effects of entry on revenues and tonnages respectively. Rail
locations are displayed on the map as dots and are color coded according to the relative magnitude of the
effect of entry on tonnages and revenues. The maps also include an overlay to display county-level wheat
production intensity; darker shaded counties have higher wheat production intensity. Figure 15 shows
that in areas with high wheat production, the effect of entry on average revenues is modest, likely a result
of highly competitive markets. In regions with low wheat production, entry of a shortline railroad is
much more likely to be associated with an increase in average revenues. Figure 16 shows that shortline
entry in regions with high wheat production is more likely to result in increased volumes.
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Figure 14: Effects of Entry on Revenues per Ton-mile

Figure 15: Effects of Entry on Tonnages
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To further investigate the effects, we ran Saxonhouse (1976) regressions of the effects of entry on a
dummy variable for branchline. That is, we have access to an Oakridge network file that identifies
locations (SPLCs) that are on a branchline. We ran weighted regressions a la Saxonhouse (1976)7 on
both the effects of entry on tonnages and on rate for all locations available (Table 8) and for the locations
where the effects are statistically important (Table 9). The results are in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. In
both sets of estimation, the results suggest that the effects of entry on tonnages is positive (negative) for
shippers located on a branchline (not on a branchline), and larger (more negative) for the statistically
significant sample. In contrast, the effects of entry on rates is negative (positive) and larger for the
statistically signficiant sample, but in neither case are the effects on rates of being on a branchline
themselves statistically significant. Overall, the results apply to the effects of entry by shortline railroads
on shipper tonnages and rates. The estimates point to considerable dispersion across shippers, and some
explanation based on whether the shipper is on a branchline or not. Shippers not on a branchline tend to
see a reduction in volumes (and a statistically insignificant increase in rates).
Table 8: Branchlines and Estimated Effects (all observations)
VARIABLES
Constant
Branchline
Observations
R-squared

(1)

(2)

Tons

Rates

-28,373***

0.000704

(5,816)

(0.00210)

27,463***

-0.00202

(6,795)

(0.00246)

458

458

0.050

0.003

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 9: Branchlines and Estimated Effects (subset of statistically significant observations)
VARIABLES
Constant
Branchline
Observations
R-squared

(1)

(2)

Tons

Rates

-114,066***

-0.00217

(37,335)

(0.0102)

107,552**

-0.00732

(48,483)

(0.0127)

35

75

0.221

0.022

Standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

7

In a Saxonhouse (1976) regression, the dependent variable in a second regression are generated from a first stage
regression. In our case, the first stage regression estimates the effects of entry on tonnages and rates across different
shippers. In the second stage, the regressions are weighted by the standard error of the coefficients (in our case, the
standard errors of the effects of entry on tonnages and rates).
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VIII. CONCLUSION
This analysis has focused on identifying geographic areas where potential barriers, paper and physical,
may impede the efficient movement of rail freight. While there certainly are and have been cases where
both paper and physical barriers exist, this analysis hasn’t revealed those cases as they relate to grain
movements or for the four shortline railroads considered. This may be either because one can’t find
what’s not there or because there is not sufficient data available in which to find it.
It is challenging to identify specific geographic locations where barriers do exist for efficient rail
movements of freight or agricultural shipments. Part of the challenge is related to the data being utilized
and the evolving rail network and the businesses served and partly the nature of the current working
relationship between existing shortline railroads and their Class I carriers. Doing pre and post analysis
on shortline rail segments using waybill data on actual rail shipments omits the possibility of how
businesses may have changed or grown under different service agreements or conditions. Over time,
those rail segments with the most restrictive paper or physical barriers have likely been abandoned
entirely and those that have successfully survived aren’t so constraining as to eliminate volumes and
shippers on the line. So that while there may be some existing lines where barriers to impede optimal
movements occur, identifying those locations when the magnitude and degree is relatively small is
challenging, especially with limited amounts of data and transparency available to researchers and the
public.
Regardless, below are several suggestions for helping mitigate barriers to efficient rail movements in the
future.

MITIGATING BARRIERS: STATE OR LOCAL OWNERSHIP
Since 1980, about 30 percent of rail lines have been eliminated and those have primarily occurred in the
most rural and agricultural dependent geographies. Once a line is completely abandoned, those shippers
stranded, even though they may have numbered only a few, face significant barriers to efficient rail
movement. In some regions, rail lines were first leased/sold to shortline operators who operated the line
for a period before then being purchased by the state or in some cases local municipalities (mostly port
districts). The state or local entity then leases out operating rights to a shortline railroad to provide
service on the line. The primary advantage to this type of shortline operation is that the state or local
municipality can leverage public funds (via taxing authority) to invest in the maintenance and upkeep of
the shortline infrastructure (rail lines and trackage) for the broader public good that could include things
such as reduced pavement deterioration, reduced truck/highway congestion in urban centers, improved
safety and reduced pollution. This significantly increases the ability of the shortline operator to focus on
improved service to existing and potential clients without being saddled with the financial burden of
infrastructure maintenance. State ownership also reduces uncertainty associated with the line and
increases the possibility of future private sector business investments that could generate more rail
freight volumes on the line, something that would be challenging if private shippers were concerned the
line would be abandoned. Businesses are reluctant to make long-term, new facility investments such as
terminals or warehouses that utilize shortline services if the likelihood of abandonment is high. State or
public owned lines help assure the existence and economic viability of the line, helping shape future
developments towards the line. Additionally, the state holds significant leverage over Class I railroads
that operate throughout the state via permitting, grade crossings and new construction that can help
assure service agreements related to shortline operations that improve line operations.
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MITIGATING BARRIERS: SHIPPER CONSOLIDATION / PARTNERSHIP
One avenue to maintaining shortline rail viability and reducing barriers to access and service is to
increase the scale of rail volumes being shipped on the rail line, thereby increasing the economic viability
of the line. Throughout the U.S. there have been increases in shipper consolidations, primarily out of
necessity, particularly within the agricultural industry as grain merchants, cooperatives,
processing/manufacturing firms merge and jointly invest in facilities that are located on both shortline
and Class I rail. This has been particularly true for grain cooperatives operating in the Midwest and
Pacific Northwest in order to achieve the scale efficiencies necessary to access shuttle and other rail
services. Since 2013, there have been three new shuttle rail facilities built in the Palouse wheat growing
area of Eastern Washington. All of these facilities represent partnerships with multiple grain
cooperatives and two of the facilities are located on shortline railroads that utilize shortline services to
both assemble unit trains from smaller elevators (also located on shortlines) and connect shuttles with
Class I mainlines.
The increases in scale offer several advantages that improve long-term viability on the line. One
advantage is improved rates and service via increased bargaining power with the Class I rail carrier. If
shipping volumes are low, intermittent, or infrequent, it’s difficult and costly for the Class I railroad to
plan and allocate equipment and labor and that difficulty is reflected in higher rates. However,
consolidation increases operating efficiency, particularly related to shuttle rail movements as the volumes
per unit of equipment and labor utilization increases. Secondly, as the volumes on the Class I carrier
increase and become more consistent, the feeder shortline railroads supplying carloads have better
certainty and operating revenues to maintain shortline track and equipment.
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